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The Trucial Coast Diaries are the secret reports written in Dubai by the Representatives of the London
based group of oil companies, the Iraq Petroleum Company, known on the Trucial Coast as Petroleum
Development (Trucial Coast), PD(TC).
These men, the authors, were in a unique position to observe the social, economic and political
environment of the people then living in the present day United Arab Emirates, before oil revenues led to a
dramatic transformation from intense poverty to the great wealth which now permeates every aspect of this
society.
The diaries, dating from 1948 to 1957, are reproduced here with extensive footnotes added on each
page to provide explanation and clarification for readers who may not be familiar with the people, the places
and the way of life a long time ago ‘on the Coast’.
This publication benefits from the unique experience by the editor gained after living well over half a
century in the Emirates and enjoying the confidence of so many of the people.
Volume includes 25 photographs and 1 map.
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About the Author(s)/Editor(s)
David Heard CBE studied physics and geology before
joining Abu Dhabi Petroleum Company in 1963. Working
for more than a decade as a petroleum engineer he
participated in the discovery of oil in the Abu Dhabi
desert. Thereafter he was for more than two decades the
Representative of the same company in Abu Dhabi.
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